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Constructive Interference based Joint Combiner and
Precoder Design in Multiuser MIMO Systems
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Abstract—Instead of suppressing multiuser interference as a
harmful element by conventional precoders, constructive interfer-
ence (CI) technique is able to exploit multiuser interference as a
beneficial element for enhancing receiver performance. This paper
is the first work investigating the feasibility of CI in multiuser
multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) systems. A joint CI
based combiner and precoder approach is proposed, and then
a robust design is further developed taking into consideration
of imperfect channel state information (CSI). Simulation shows
that the proposed designs significantly outperform the existing
benchmarks, and shows a high level of robustness against CSI
error.

Index Terms—Constructive interference, Multi-antenna re-
ceiver, Imperfect channel estimation, Robust precoder

I. INTRODUCTION

Multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) has been widely
considered as a key technology in 5G communications, due to
its significant gains over single-antenna configuration [1]. When
downlink users are equipped with multiple receivers (RX)s, a
multiuser MIMO system is formed and there are two flavours
of MIMO design with respect to how data is transmitted across
the given channel, namely spatial multiplexing or diversity.
In spatial multiplexing, each spatial channel carries indepen-
dent information and thus each user receives multi-layer data
streams [1]. On the other hand, spatial diversity scheme aims
at improving the transmission reliability, and base station (BS)
sends one-layer data (same data) for each user across different
propagation (spatial) paths [2]. Due to its high reliability against
deep channel fading, spatial diversity based multiuser MIMO
has been acknowledged as the most practical MIMO technique
and has attracted much attention in both academia and industry.

With the channel state information (CSI) available at the BS
and users, joint combiner and precoder design becomes feasible
in multiuser MIMO systems. To be specific, each user combines
the data from its multiple RXs, and hence the precoder at the
BS is developed to generate orthogonal transmission among
the multiple users by suppressing multiuser interference. Over
the past few years, the capacity achieving dirty-paper coding
scheme was proposed in [3] by pre-subtracting the interference
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prior to transmission, which is difficult to implement due to the
impractical assumption of infinite alphabet and its high compu-
tational cost. To strike performance and complexity, non-linear
Tomlinson-Harashima precoding [4] and vector perturbation [5]
were proposed, which however are still too complicated in
practice due to the inclusion of the sophisticated sphere-search
algorithms. To this end, low-complexity linear precoders based
on zero-forcing (ZF) [6] and minimum mean squared error
(MMSE) precoders [7] have been implemented as practical
solutions. On the other hand, downlink precoding schemes
based on optimization have also been a popular research topic.
One form of the optimization known as signal-to-interference-
plus-noise ratio (SINR) balancing is to maximize the minimum
SINR subject to power constraint [8]. An alternative downlink
precoding strategy targets at minimizing the total transmit
power at the BS subject to multiple users’ minimum SINR
requirements [9]. In summary, the principle of existing designs
is to mitigate multiuser interference by exploiting channel
correlation.

The above designs are only optimal from a statistical view-
point, where the transmitted signal is treated as infinite Gaus-
sian signal. Since the correlation among the transmitted signal
and channel is not effectively exploited, multiuser interference
has to be mitigated as much as possible. However, interfer-
ence is not always destructive [10]. It is because in practice,
modulation size is limited and input signal is not Gaussian
signal. One can rotate, rather than mitigating, the correlation
of the transmitted data, so that the interfering signal is able
to be aligned to the signal of interest for enhancing system
performance, referred to as constructive interference (CI). CI
yields received signals that have increased distances from
the decision thresholds of the constellation compared to the
nominal constellation points. In other words, to achieve a target
receive SINR at the users, less transmission power is consumed
by utilizing interference over the conventional schemes that
cancel interference. The concept of CI was firstly introduced by
[10] in code division multiple access. Then a rotated ZF-based
scheme was proposed in [11] to partially utilize interference,
and [12] further proposed that all the interference can be
constructive by precoder design operating at symbol level.
Recently, CI was applied into generic multiple-input and single-
output (MISO) systems [13] [14] [15], large-scale MIMO [16],
hybrid beamforming [17], multi-cell coordination [18], and
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physical layer security [19].
To date, CI technique is only investigated for MISO config-

uration where each user is equipped with single antenna, and
its application in multi-receiver user scenario is left untouched.
The fundamental challenges lie in 1) Since the symbols to be
transmitted are naturally known by BS, CI precoder is enabled
to exploit the correlation among the channels and symbols
for multiuser interference utilization. Nevertheless, downink
users are only aware of their channel but have no knowledge
of the intended symbols. As a result, the design information
at the BS and users turns to be asymmetric. How to jointly
design combiner at the users to compatize CI precoder at
the transmitter is still unknown. 2) Considering a practical
imperfect CSI scenario at both BS and users, it requires robust
joint CI combiner and precoder design against CSI error. More
importantly, the performance degradation of the CI technique
caused by the imperfect CSI needs to be fully evaluated. 3)
Considering practical modulation and coding schemes (MCS)s
standardized by IEEE protocols, does the implementation of
cyclic redundancy check (CRC) and low-density parity-check
(LDPC) coding dissolve the advantage of CI precoder? This
again requires fundamental analysis for the CI related design.
To address the open issues, we are motivated to investigate joint
CI combiner and precoder design in multiuser MIMO systems.
Our contribution can be summarized as:

1) To the best of our knowledge, it is the first work explicitly
investigating joint CI combiner and precoder design for
multi-RX users scenario. To be specific, the combiner of
each user is designed based on the largest singular value
of its MIMO channel, which is mostly likely to be used
to carry the signal-of-interest for each user due to the
high channel gain. Subsequently, precoder is developed
to exploit the correlation among the channels and the
transmitted symbols, which keeps the users’ composite
leakage (multiuser inference) constructive at each user.

2) We then investigate a practical scenario where CSI ac-
quisition at the BS and users is not perfect. Leveraging
the statistical distribution of CSI, CSI error bound is first
derived. Then, a deterministic manner robust precoder
is developed, which always guarantees the CI condition
even in the worst CSI case.

3) Finally, the multiple users’ receive performance is ana-
lyzed under the effect of CRC and LDPC channel coding,
proving the superiority of the proposed joint CI combiner
and precoder design with the standardized protocol.

Notations: Matrices and vectors are represented by boldface
capital and lower case letters, respectively. | · | denotes the
absolute value. || · ||F denotes the Frobenius norm. (·)H and
(·)T denote the Hermitian transpose and transpose operation.
Operator < and = return the real and imaginary parts of a
complex number, respectively. In denotes a n-by-n identity
matrix. CN×M denotes the set of N ×M matrix.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We investigate joint combiner and CI precoder design in mul-
tiuser MIMO systems at downlink, where the MIMO diversity
scheme is adopted. Without loss of generality, the BS equipped
with Nt transmit antennas is simultaneously communicating
with K users in the same time- and frequency-resource, where
K ≤ Nt. Each user is equipped with Nr RXs. Denote
Hk ∈ CNr×Nt as flat-fading Rayleigh channel from the BS
to the k−th user, and W ∈ CNt×K as precoder employed at
the BS. Denoting s ∈ CK×1 as the transmitted symbol, the
received signal at the k-th user is expressed as

rk = HkW s+ nk,∀k ∈ K, (1)

where nk ∈ CNr×1 is additive Gaussian noise following
distribution nk ∼ CN(0, σ2

kINr
), ∀k ∈ K. With a combiner

ck ∈ C1×Nr at the k-th user, the post-combined signal is
equalized into

yk = ckrk = ckHkWs + cknk, (2)

which is finally used for demodulation and decoding purpose.

III. FUNDAMENTALS OF CI AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

Conventional MIMO techniques mitigate multiuser interfer-
ence as a harmful element, thus containing each user’s received
signal within a region around the nominal point in the modu-
lated signal constellation, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). Differently,
CI is the interference that pushes the received signal away
from the detection threshold of the signal demodulation, and
hence the intended signal of each user falls into constructive
regions (green area) of Fig. 1(b) [18]. To show this intuitively,
assume a desired symbol sk = 1√

2
+ 1√

2
j of the k-th user, from

a normalized QPSK constellation for illustration purpose. As
observed in Fig. 1(c), to make the k-th user’s desired signal
yk (which could be the post-combined signal) located in the
constructive region, we have to guarantee the rotated signal
yks
∗
k satisfy the following inequality such that

|={yks∗k)}| ≤ (<{yks∗k)− dk}tanθ,∀k ∈ K. (3)

where the operators < and = denote the real and imaginary
parts of a complex value, respectively. θ = π/M with M de-
noting the constellation size. Evidently, d physically represents
the Euclidean distance in the signal constellation between the k-
th user’s received signal and the decision thresholds, and thus a
larger value of d represents a higher receive SINR performance.

On the understanding of the fundamentals of CI, we are able
to present problem formulation, where combiner and precoder
are jointly designed to maximize the minimum value of dk,
such as
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Fig. 1. QPSK for illustration. (a) Conventional precoder: the intended signal
is expected to be in a proximity region around the constellation point and
any multiuser interference adds perturbation to the signal. (b) CI technique:
interference pushes the symbol away from the original decision thresholds of
the constellation, and the desired signal yk falls into constructive region (green
area). (c) Rotated by ∠s∗k , <{yks∗k} and ={yks∗k} are mapped onto real and
imaginary axis. Hence, the trigonometric interpretation of CI can be exploited,
as shown by Eq. (3).

P1 : argmax
W , ck

min dk,

(C1) : |={yks∗k)}| ≤ (<{yks∗k)− dk}tanθ,∀k ∈ K,
(C2) : ||W ||2F ≤ Pmax,

(4)

where (C1) generates the constructive multiuser interference at
each user, while (C2) makes the transmission power lower than
a budget Pmax.

IV. JOINT CI BASED COMBINER AND CI PRECODER
DESIGN

CI precoder exploits both the channel and input signal’s
correlation to utilize multiuser interference, while the input
signal is not known by the downlink users. Due to the asym-
metry of design information at the BS and users, the design
of precoder and combiner in P1 has to be decoupled, i.e.,
designing combiner first and then presenting precoder with the
equivalent channels. A simple combiner design at the users
can be an equal-gain combiner such that ck = 1 ∈ C1×Nr ,
where 1 denotes a vector with all-1-element. Evidently, by the
equal-gain combiner, CSI is not necessarily to be known at
the users with reduced overhead. Differently, combiner can be
designed based on the singular-value-decomposition (SVD) of
Hk, which achieves superior performance over the equal-gain
combiner. Write the SVD operation of Hk as

Hk = UkΛkV
H
k ,∀k ∈ K, (5)

where Uk and Vk are unitary-matrices. Write Uk as

Uk = [uk1, ...,ukNr ], (6)

where ukn ∈ CNr×1 denote the n-th column of Uk. At the
k-th user, it uses the Hermitian of first column of Uk as
its combiner, i.e., ck = uHk1. Physically, it corresponds the

largest singular vector of the channel Hk, and is mostly likely
to be used to carry the signal-of-interest for the k-th user.
Hence, the spatial diversity of the largest singular value based
combiner is enhanced over the equal-gain combiner. Now, the
post-combined signal is rewritten as

yk = hkWs + cknk, (7)

where hk = uk1Hk ∈ C1×Nt denotes the equivalent MISO
channel from the BS to the k-th user. Now, we can turn
to handle precoder design. As aforementioned, conventional
precoders need to suppress multiuser interference as much as
possible. Hence, the k-th user’s signal is transmitted close to
the null space of other users’ channels, which in fact may
be far from the high gain channel hk. Thereby, it reduces
the degrees-of-freedom (DoF) of precoder design. Differently,
when delivering the k-th user’s signal, CI precoder is not
necessary to transmit signal along the orthogonal space of
others’ channel, but still concentrates high transmission power
on the space that is close to hk and simultaneously keeps all
the other users’ inference constructive at the k-th user, ∀k ∈ K.
Accordingly, the superiority of the CI based joint combiner and
precoder design is essentially built on delivering the signal-
of-interest along the channel that the users has high channel
gain while treating their leakage as a constructive element. For
ease of expression, we write W = [w1,w2, ...,wK ], where
wk ∈ CNt×1 denotes the precoder vector for the k-th user’s
desired symbol sk. Hence, the received signal at the k-th user
is re-written as

yk = hk

K∑
i=1

wisi + cknk. (8)

Since the BS knows the symbol sk = ejφk (symbol
amplitude is normalized without loss of generality), sk can
be written as a rotated version of another symbol such as
sk = sie

j(φk−φi). To this end, the received signal in (8) can
be re-formulated as

yk = hk

K∑
i=1

wi(ske
j(φi−φk)) + cknk. (9)

Without loss of generality, we select the symbol s1 = dejφ1

as the reference. (9) is equivalent to

yk = hke
j(φ1−φk)

K∑
i=1

wie
j(φi−φ1)sk + cknk

= gktsk + cknk,

(10)

where gk = hke
j(φ1−φk) and t =

∑K
i=1 wie

j(φi−φ1). The
reformulation in (10) indicates that the original broadcast
channel reduces to a virtual multicast channel with common
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symbols to all users. Aided by (10), CI condition in (3) can be
equivalently written as

|={gkt}| ≤ (<{gkt)− dk}tanθ,∀k ∈ K, (11)

which locates the resulting interfered signals in the constructive
regions. Now, optimization problem P1 is readily given in the
form of

P2 : argmax
t,ck

min dk,

(C1) : |={gkt}| ≤ (<{gkt)− dk}tanθ,∀k ∈ K,
(C2) : ||t||2F ≤ Pmax,

(12)

which is a standard convex function and can be readily solved
by CVX. With the obtained optimal t∗, it is not difficult to give
the optimal precoders as

w∗1 =
t∗

K
, and w∗k =

t∗ej(φ1−φk)

K
. (13)

which finally yields the optimal solution of the CI-based joint
combiner and precoder (CI-CP) design.

V. ROBUST CI COMBINER AND PRECODER DESIGN WITH
IMPERFECT CSI

In practice, ideal CSI at the BS and users may not be
obtained. Therefore, the robust manner joint combiner and
precoder need to be accordingly designated, and the impact
of non-ideal CSI on the performance of CI design should
be fully evaluated. In this section, we further propose robust
CI-based joint combiner and precoder (Robust-CI-CP), taking
into consideration of imperfect CSI acquisition. Imperfect CSI
model and problem formulation are first given in subsection
V-A, and then its solution is introduced in V-B.

A. Imperfect CSI Model and Problem Formulation

Due to the asymmetry of design information at the BS and
users, robust combiner at the users may not be achieved without
the information of the transmitted symbols from the BS. Hence
with imperfect CSI, the combiner ck also can be obtained based
on the estimated version of Hk. In addition, it is fact that by
un-biased channel estimators, the expectation of the estimated
channel approaches the real channel, and thus utilizing the
estimated channel for designating combiner achieves a near-
optimality. With the effect of the combiner, a series of similar
derivations in (8)-(11) can be employed, and the MIMO channel
Hk is equivalently reduced to a MISO channel gk indicated by
(10). With CSI error, it is written as

gk = ĝk + ek, (14)

where ĝk ∈ C1×Nt and ek ∈ C1×Nt represent the estimated
channel and estimation error [20], respectively. In particular,

the error vector ek follows i.i.d Gaussian distribution, i.e.,
ek ∼ CN(0, σ2

eINt
). Again, we attempt to optimize receive

performance by jointly designing combiner and precoder under
the effect of imperfect CSI, where the problem formulation is
given as

P3 : argmax
t

min dk,

(C3) : max
||ek||2F≤ζ

2
|={(ĝk + ek)t)}| ≤

<{(ĝk + ek)t)− dk}tanθ,∀k ∈ K,
(C4) : ||t||2F ≤ Pmax,

(15)

where (C3) guarantees the CI exploitation under the worst case
of CSI acquisition, i.e., the CSI error reaching its uncertainty
bound ζ2. (C4) makes power lower than the budget Pmax.

B. Optimization Solution

In P3, it can be seen that (C3) contains infinite CSI uncer-
tainties. Hence, we first introduce Lemma 1 for obtaining the
CSI error bound ζ2, which specifies an ellipsoidal uncertainty
region for the estimated CSI.

Lemma 1: Given that the element of CSI error follows
Gaussian distribution such that [ek]n ∼ CN(0, σ2

e), the value

of ||ek||2F is approximately upper bounded by ζ2 =
σ2
eΦ−1

2Nt
(η)

2 .
In particular, η physically represents the outage probability of
||ek||2F violating its upper bound ζ2, which can be set close to
1, i.e., η = 0.9. Φ−1

2Nt
(·) is the inverse function of the cdf of a

chi-square distributed variable with 2Nt degrees of freedom. �
Proof: Please see Appendix A. �
Aided by Lemma 1, we can re-formulate the optimization

problem P3 as

P4 : argmax
t

min dk,

(C3) : max
||ek||2F≤ζ

2
|={(ĝk + ek)t)}| ≤

<{(ĝk + ek)t)− dk}tanθ,∀k ∈ K,

(C4) : ||t||2F ≤ Pmax, (C5) : ζ2 =
σ2
eΦ−1

2Nt
(η)

2
, ∀k ∈ K.

(16)

We now define real-valued error vector and channel estima-
tion vector as

ēk = [e<k , e
=
k ], ḡk = [ĝ<k , ĝ

=
k ], t1 = [t=, t<], and t2 = [t<,−t=].

(17)

With these notations, we can re-express the real and imagi-
nary parts in (C3) as follows

={gkt} = ḡkt1 + ēkt1, and <{gkt} = ḡkt2 + ēkt2, (18)

As a consequence, constraint (C3) can be decoupled into
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Fig. 2. The impact of receive SNR (in dB) on the BER and BLER performance
by different designs.

max
||ek||2F≤ζ

2
ḡkt1 + ēkt1 − (ḡkt2 + ēkt2)tanθ + dktanθ ≤ 0,

and

max
||ek||2F≤ζ

2
−ḡkt1 − ēkt1 − (ḡkt2 + ēkt2)tanθ + dktanθ ≤ 0,

(19)

whose robust formulations are given by

ḡkt1 − ḡkt2tanθ + ζ||t1 − t2tanθ||F + dktanθ ≤ 0, and

− ḡkt1 − ḡkt2tanθ + ζ||t1 − t2tanθ||F + dktanθ ≤ 0,
(20)

Now P3 is a standard convex optimization problem and can be
solved by CVX directly, which finally yields the solution of
the Robust-CI-CP design.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

We present the Monte-Carlo simulation results in this sec-
tion. It is assumed that a typical lamp-size BS is equipped with
4 antennas. There are 4 users, each equipped with 4 receive
antennas. CRC and LDPC chain standardized by the MCS
index 15 of 3GPP TS 38.214 is adopted, with 616/1024 code
rate and QPSK modulation. The symbol vector s is randomly
generated. Rayleigh fading channel is adopted. Without loss of
generality, power budget Pmax is normalized to 1. The linear
ZF [6] and MMSE [7] precoders are selected as benchmarks,
where their combiner is calculated by the largest singular vector
of the MIMO channel.

In Fig. 2, we compare the bit error rate (BER) and block error
rate (BLER) performance of the different designs, with ideal
CSI acquisition. It can be seen that the proposed CI-CP design
always outperforms the ZF with all SNRs, and is superior over
the MMSE at above 6 dB SNR regimes. It is because by the
proposed design, the rich multiuser interference is utilized a
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Fig. 3. The impact of receive SNR (in dB) on the BER and BLER performance
by different designs, with imperfect CSI acquisition.

beneficial element rather than being strictly suppressed. As
a result, the required SNR achieving 0.01 BLER decreases
2 dB compared to MMSE precoder, and 4 dB compared to
ZF precoder. In Fig. 3, we demonstrate the BER and BLER
performance of the different designs, with a moderate CSI
quality σ2

e = 10−3. It is observed that the proposed robust CI
design always outperforms ZF precoder at any SNR regimes,
and achieves lower BLER over MMSE precoder with above
5 dB SNR, showing a higher level of robustness against CSI
error.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have investigated CI-based joint combiner
and precoder design for multiuser MIMO systems. Due to the
asymmetric design information at the BS and users, combiner
at each user is first performed with the largest singular value of
its MIMO channel, and subsequently CI precoder is designed
to utilize multiuser interference as a beneficial element. In
addition, a practical imperfect CSI acquisition scenario is
considered. A deterministic-type robust combiner and precoder
design is developed against CSI error, which guarantees the CI
condition in the worst case CSI acquisition. Finally, simulation
results have revealed the superior performance of the proposed
design in terms of BER and BLER.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 1

The term ||ek||2F ≤ ζ2 can be equivalently written as
||<{[ek]1}

σe/
√

2
+ ={[ek]1}

σe/
√

2
+ ...+

<{[ek]Nt}
σe/
√

2
+
={[ek]Nt}
σe/
√

2
||2F ≤ ζ2. The

left hand follows chi-square distribution with 2Nt degrees of
freedom. Hence, ||ek||2F ≤ ζ2 can be approximately interpreted
as the pdf of a chi-square variable with 2Nt degrees of freedom
such that
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Pr{
(<{[ek]1}
σe/
√

2

)2
+
(={[ek]1}
σe/
√

2

)2
+ ...+

(<{[ek]Nt}
σe/
√

2

)2
+
(={[ek]Nt}

σe/
√

2

)2 ≤ ( ζ

σe/
√

2

)2} = η,

(21)

where η physically represents the probability of the inequality
being satisfied [18]. Evidently, (21) can be regarded as a cdf
such that Φ2Nt

( ζ2

σ2
e/2

) = η, where Φ2Nt
(·) is the cdf of a chi-

square variable with 2Nt degrees of freedom. Defining Φ−1
2Nt

(·)

as its inverse function, finally we get ζ2 =
σ2
eΦ−1

2Nt
(η)

2 .
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